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About This Game

A 3D adventure game where your initial abilities are to knock, ask, trick and take.
You're following a mysterious Halloween invitation into the monster-filled night.

Use your abilities to get other abilities to get the final item - a treat.
What could possibly go wrong?

Mysterious atmosphere and story.
Slow-paced and occasionally spooky.

About 1 hour of playtime on a spoiler-free first run.
All assets and game engine custom made.

Accessibility Features and Anti-Features

+/- All dialog text-only

+ All sound effects dispensable
+ No color differentiation required

+ Mostly high contrast text
- Mostly low contrast scenery

+ No time limits to read on-screen text
+ No time limits to complete in-game tasks

+ In-game tutorial
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+ Simple menu
- No alternative difficulty levels

+ Controller support for game and menus (Requires if used: 1 d-pad, 2 2-axis analog sticks, 4 buttons)
+ Remappable controller buttons and analog sticks

+/- Low default analog stick sensitivity but not customizable
+/- Keyboard and mouse support (sensitivity not customizable)

+ Keyboard only support
- No remappable keyboard keys (Requires if used: w, a, s, d, up, left, down, right, 1, 2, 3, enter/space/e)
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all haze eve

Enjoyed the first one, the second one? Not so much. Too ambitious of a concept, it obviously fell far short of what the
developers hoped to achieve.. The city is beautiful, the gameplay is awful.. Pretty sweet zombie wave shooter. You can move
freely around the maps which are of decent size. There is a shopping phase between waves and tons of weapons to choose from.
There are also perks to level up as you play. Great score for $10.. Clever app design and can see lots of research involved. It
doesn't look very polished but I understand the huge effort. Hope the creator keeps improving it and sending updates.. 18+
Patches
Vol1: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE181536.html
Vol2: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE187603.html
Vol3: http:\/\/www.dlsite.com\/ecchi-eng\/work\/=\/product_id\/RE193427.html. too fiddly.. Superb like everything else with
this game.
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Good game for young kids.. Ez unlock 5000 Achievements 100%. As im writing this review i only have a few hours of
gameplay in, but so far I am loving it.

The gameplay is simple enough to just jump right in, but with the mix of Chips, different weapons, and the upgrade system, i
feel i am only scratching the surface.

The soundtrack for each stage that i have played thus far is beautiful.

I highly recommend this game for lovers of the Metroidvania style.. Opowie\u015b\u0107 jest \u015bwietna i wci\u0105ga od
pocz\u0105tku do samego ko\u0144ca.

I do not understand why this game is for free. Asymmetrical movements in a fast-paced level bring good feelings, when you
finish the level with 3 stars. It is worth.. It is hard.
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